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Mission
Provide members with
regular and fast track
information, comment
and analysis on matters
relating to the broad
work of directors in
Jersey;
offer a variety of
forums for directors to
discuss, debate and
share information by
establishing regular
meetings, networking,
CPD sessions and JADO
web-based discussion
forums; and
in pursuit of these
goals:- become a
representative body on
local matters that relate
to the work of directors
in Jersey, be they
legislative, regulatory or
economic.

by
Mark McNicholas

“They say that desperate times call
for desperate pleasures”.
			- Bill Ryder-Jones
Welcome to the first edition of Quorum for 2017.
I was reading through the corresponding issue
from twelve months ago and recall that the tone of
the editorial was how 2016 had got off to a pretty
miserable start. Little could any of us known that this
was merely the calm before the storm or predicted
what a tumultuous year 2016 would be on the
economic and political front.
However at Quorum Towers, if there is one
constant that we strive to achieve from year to year
is the quality of the articles submitted to us by our
contributors and this edition is no exception to that
rule. Here we only deal with well formulated and
practical commentary and have no truck for post
truth, false truth or alternative facts!
One obvious feature from the political campaigns
during the Brexit campaign and the US Presidential
election was a conspicuous yearning for days of
yore, an almost caffeine fueled air of nostalgia.
However, in the business world, in general, and as
directors, in particular, we cannot afford to allow any
hankering for the “way things used to be” to cloud our
judgement. Anticipating and adapting to changing
circumstances is at the core of the Board’s function.
This edition is focused upon the Funds sector, an
undoubted success story for Jersey and one that
necessitates a wide-vision view of the world, from
domicile of investors, target investment markets
and the range of regulatory authorities and their
respective requirements.
The first article is from our friends at the Jersey Funds
Association and it encapsulates the key features of
Jersey as a leading alternative Funds domicile. A
very useful guide for those of you who may often
be asked, when on your travels, to summarise
the benefits of selecting Jersey over competing
jurisdictions.

The second article is from Arindam Madhuryya &
James Mulholland at Carey Olsen which provides an
excellent update on how Brexit may affect the Jersey
Funds industry. Given that Article 50 has not even
been triggered yet then I would suspect that Arindam
and James may be revisiting this paper on several
occasions over the next few years.
Finally, from James Bryant at Capita Asset Services,
an interesting piece on how The Cloud is changing
attitudes and working practices in the Funds sector.
Interestingly, James uses the phrase “ revolutionising”
in his article when referring to the effects that
technology is having on working relationships. I for
one consider this description to be apposite.
More evidence, if any was needed, that we do not
exist in a bubble and those organisations that stand
–still will be surpassed by those who successfully
embrace change and move their businesses forward.
On a lighter note and as a nod to the above quote
from the excellent Merseyside songsmith, Bill RyderJones, an evening of pleasure and some magnificent
fund raising was had at the JADO Annual Dinner
earlier this month. As you will see from the
photographs inside (kindly provided by Kay Patrick)
a record number of attendees had a wonderful
evening. Special thanks to Aimee Maskell for all her
hard work in making the evening such a success and
also to the management and staff at the L’Horizon
hotel and to all the generous folk who kindly donated
prizes to our raffle.
Talking of change, I wanted to take this opportunity
on behalf of your Committee to thank Gayle Swanson
for her three years of sterling work and commitment
as Chair of JADO. She will be a tough act to follow
but it does represent an excellent opportunity for her
successor.
A reminder to all members to keep up to date with
forthcoming events (including CPD sessions) and
articles via the website and Linkedin pages. I would
draw your attention to two forthcoming events,
notably the JADO Speed Quiz night on May 24th at
the Radisson Hotel and the AGM / Summer Drinks
reception on July 6th.
This concludes this edition. I would like to thanks
all of our contributors to this newsletter and once
again thanks to Scott Graphics for their assistance in
getting this edition to print.

Jersey a leading
alternative
funds
domicile
A Global Leader in Transparency and
Combating Financial Crime

A world-leading MONEYVAL anti-money laundering assessment in
2016; OECD white-listed; a “first wave” signatory to all key international
tax information exchange programmes, including FACTA, CRS and
BEPS; Jersey is unique in long-maintaining a central (but not public)
register of beneficialy ownership.

A Global Distribution Hub

For decades Jersey has been a tried and tested, centrally located,
fund domicile through which investors from key global markets (North
America, the UK, Asia, Middle East, Switzerland and continental EU)
have invested billions into alternative assets of all classes (real estate,
hedge, private equity, venture capital, debt, credit, infrastructure etc.)
Jersey provides unrivalled third country access to the EU market
through the use of the EU private placement regime and is already
ESMA-approved for future AIFMD passporting.

Service Quality

Jersey has a “can do” Anglo-Saxon service ethos, driven by its
natural and long-standing affinity with the City of London, providing
bespoke alternative funds services; not a commoditised, quasi-retail
environment.

Speed to Market

We recognise the importance of swift transaction execution for
alternative investment and Jersey offers quicker regulatory outcomes
than competitor jurisdictions: authorisations in days for smaller and
more lightly regulated structures, and in weeks (not months) for closely
regulated structures.

Cost Effectiveness Offers Better Returns

Jersey’s stream-lined regulatory products and its ability to offer funds to
global investors outside the AIFMD environment (removing additional
AIFMD depositary, capitalisation, risk management, reporting etc.
costs) can result in lower running costs and higher investor returns in
a VAT-free jurisdiction.

A Mature and Expert Alternatives Industry

Almost 40 years’ experience of establishing, operating and liquidating
alternative funds of all key asset classes in several positive and
negative financial cycles.

Comprehensive Alternative
Fund Servicing Infrastructure

Over 13,000 finance industry employees and an array of expert
administrators, custodians, depositaries, banks, auditors, insurers,
experienced non-executive directors and funds lawyers.
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Unrivaled Regulatory Optionality

Diverse regulatory product options offering a sliding scale of regulation
and cost, depending on manager and investor requirements:
Unregulated Funds (for non-EU investors)
Private Funds (up to 50 investors)
Expert or Listed Funds (over 50 investors)
AIFMD-compliant Funds for future EU passporting (with “RAIF”
variant in development)

Regulatory Certainty and Innovation

The Jersey Financial Services Commission (JFSC) is an approachable,
globally respected and co-operative regulator, supervising pragmatic
regulation that meets international standards (IMF, IOSCO, ESMA,
FATF). This regulation matures innovatively and collaboratively
between the JFSC, government and industry. There is no inevitable
application of developing EU regulation (AIFMD, EMIR, MiFID II, MAD,
etc.) unless essential for active EU marketing.

Hosts to all Types of Fund

Jersey can host closed or open ended funds or hybrids; blind pool funds,
club arrangements, co-investment structures and managed accounts,
as well as listed funds through easy access to The International Stock
Exchange (TISE).

A Variety of Tested Fund Vehicles

Jersey funds can be structured as companies (of various types,
including cell companies), limited partnerships (of various types, with
or without legal personality) and unit trusts, all of which have been
tried and tested as fund vehicles for many years and permit easy
repatriation of investment proceeds to fund investors.

Tax Simplicity and Certainty

Jersey offers an uncontroversial tax neutral environment required
of any fund domicile, with no VAT or CGT, and without reliance on
a BEPS-prone and complex system of tax rulings, exemptions and
deductions, hybrid financing or double tax treaty (DTA) networks.
Jersey is not host to morally ambiguous and politically sensitive
“profitshifting” or state aid arrangements hosted in some onshore EU
centres, and is not subject to the application of reactive EU tax policy in
these areas (common corporate tax base, FTT, ATAD etc.).

From The
Chair’s Desk
Dear Members

Offering Substance and Support Services

Jersey already hosts over 120 asset managers with a substantive
office presence in the Island, as well as offering risk and portfolio
management expertise and comprehensive administrative services
to those managers requiring operational support on the ground. The
jurisdiction hosts a Jersey Hedge Fund Group which brings together
the growing community of local hedge fund managers and links into
the BVCA through its Channel Islands working group.

Goverment Support for Industry

As Jersey’s largest provider of employment and revenue, its finance
industry enjoys the strong support of Jersey’s government under a
recently published policy framework (prepared after an independent
2013 McKinsey review) which actively encourages new funds
business, employment and productivity.

Political and Economic Stability

A politically and fiscally autonomous and stable British Crown
Dependency with a secure, special relationship with the UK, but not
part of the UK or the EU; Jersey is perfectly positioned to benefit, not
suffer, from Brexit developments.

Comprehensive and Robust
Technology Infrastructure

Jersey offers ISO/IEC 27001 technology solutions including gigabit
internet (among the fastest in the western world), hosts large local
data centres and benefits from comprehensive disaster recovery
options.

Convenient Location, Ease of Access
and an Enriching Lifestyle

Located in the same central global time zone as London, Jersey is
less than an hour’s flight from London, and is close to numerous
other UK, Swiss and European airports (including frequent British
Airways (code share) and EasyJet airbus flights). Jersey offers
significant lifestyle benefits for visitors and inhabitants alike, with
a beautiful coastal and countryside environment, Michelin-starred
cuisine and award-winning spa hotels.

English Speaking but Multi-Cultural

Whilst English is spoken and written in most financial transactions,
the jurisdiction is multi-cultural and many of our 13,000-strong
finance industry workers also speak and write in other languages.

This ‘Funds’ edition is close to
my heart and is great to see
so many contributors across
the Funds industry and articles
discussing some interesting
challenges for the Funds
Industry in the Channel Islands.   
Since our last edition we
have passed a couple of key
milestones in our calendar;
one being our first ever CPD
conference and the Annual
Dinner at L’Horizon. At the
conference this year we explored the softer skills that underpin
our industry.  Speaking to members last year they had raised
concerns of a skills gap in our industry; one of soft skills, in
particular with the younger generation. This made us question,
is this problem going to get worse as technology plays a
greater part in our everyday lives? Are we losing the art of
communication? Our industry is built on relationships and
effective communication sits at the heart of these relationships
and as part of JADO’s training programme it was great to
explore this topic.
Our Annual Dinner was as successful as ever within in excess
of 160 friends and family in attendance. Many thanks to Mark
Chambers for doing a sterling job of kicking off events in my
absence and many thanks to Rossborough Professional Risks
for sponsoring, we would not be able to host these wonderful
events without the support of our sponsors. I’m delighted to
say that we raised £2,225 (plus €40!) for Acorn Reuse Centre
Jersey on the evening through our charity raffle and ticket sales,
many thanks to everyone for their generosity.
The eagle eyed amongst you will note some changes in your
Committee. Special mention to Tracey Bull who has recently
stepped down from her training and education role on the
Committee. Tracey has been in this role for a number of years
and we bid her a fond farewell and a heart felt thank you for
all her input, energy, dogged determination and enthusiasm
and for being the mastermind behind our CPD programme that
rivals any other Association in the Channel Islands. And on
the topic of Committee changes my 3 year tenure as Chair will
soon be coming to an end at this year’s AGM and this will be the
last time I have pleasure in speaking to you from ‘the Chair’s
Desk.’ Its been a wonderful experience and I’m very proud
of what has been achieved over the last 3 years and I look
forward with anticipation of what the next chapter will entail for
the Association.    If you are interested in becoming the next
Chair and would like to find out more, please do get in touch.
There is still a lot to be achieved before the end of the year, the
official launch of our brand refresh and our enhanced website
with new members area to name but two, watch this space..
Gayle Swanson
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JADO Annual Dinner 2017

From left to right, Claire Hambrook, Markus Kubeck,
Aimee Maskell, Ian le Gallais, Orla Nugent, Debbie Marklove,
Dave Geary, Michelle Cabot.

Mark Chambers, standing in for Gayle Swanson, delivered a
slick and humorous welcome to all attendees.

Some guests travelled from “overseas” including
Wade Emmerson from Guernsey.

Sharon Coote and Ruthie Hawksford.

The JADO stand with new logo proved a popular
backdrop for photo opportunities.

Andy Mason talking up his appearance in this issue’s
Profile Page!!
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Guests enjoying the wonderful surroundings
of the L’Horizon hotel.

A record number of guests attended this years annual dinner.

Markus Kubeck and Veronika Pechlaner.

David Morley and Jamie Harkness from the PBS Group
flanking Ana Ullger.

Vernon Breese, Gareth Abbott from Howden and
Andrea John from the JFSC.

Mark Chambers with Chris Leck from Acorn Reuse Centre
and John Lowery from Rossboroughs, the event’s sponsors.
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Jersey and AIFMD
Effect of Brexit

by Arindam Madhuryya
and James Mulholland
Carey Olsen

As Jersey is a Crown Dependency,
it enjoys the constitutional
rights of self-governance and
judicial independence, although,
historically, the UK Government
has been responsible for Jersey’s
foreign affairs. Contrary to common
perception, other than for the
purposes of free trade in goods,
Jersey does not access the EU
through the UK - rather through
a web of bilateral treaties with
individual member states or by
establishing equivalent standards
to EU requirements. As such,
Brexit should not have
much direct impact on Jersey;
although as a large number of
the investment managers that use
Jersey operate from the City of
London, any negative impact that
Brexit has on the UK may have a
knock-on impact on Jersey as well.
The AIFMD creates a passport for Alternative
Investment Fund Managers based in the
EEA to market and manage Alternative
Investment Funds domiciled in the EEA
across all Member States, but denies this
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benefit to non-EEA AIFMs (including Jersey).
Currently, non-EEA AIFMs can market
AIF interests to EEA investors only where
permitted by applicable national private
placement rules. European Securities and
Markets Authority, which is a European
Union financial regulatory institution is
tasked with advising on extending the
passport to appropriate non-EEA countries.
After a detailed enquiry into twelve nonEEA countries, ESMA issued a positive
opinion recommending that the passport be
extended to Jersey along with Guernsey,
Japan, Canada, Switzerland and Australia.
If the passport is granted, subject to fulfilling
certain conditions, a Jersey AIFM may apply
for authorisation to freely market a Jersey
AIF to the EEA under the passport. Although
it appears that the EU’s enthusiasm to
implement the passport project has cooled
down since the Brexit vote, the fact that
the ESMA recommendation came after
the Brexit vote points towards a
bright future for Jersey, and
also demonstrates the
robustness of Jersey’s
funds industry and
its
impeccable
compliance
record.

Such access, whenever granted, will
undoubtedly benefit Jersey’s stature as a
leading funds jurisdiction.However Brexit
does throw up another challenge to the
Jersey funds industry. After the UK leaves
the EU, there is the real risk that the UK itself
may lose access to the AIFMD passport
as part of the Brexit negotiations, and finds
itself in the same position as Jersey, being a
‘third country’. It is unlikely to affect Jersey’s
competitiveness much, as Jersey has a very
well developed funds regime which is very
popular with fund managers for its flexibility
and quick authorisation turnaround times.
Also any negative impact from Brexit will be
contained by the fact that Jersey has over
the past several years, diversified its funds
industry exposure to other jurisdictions such
as Asia, Middle East and the US.
In conclusion, there is no denying that
uncertainty over Brexit could hurt the UK and
Jersey in the short term; however Jersey’s
agility and high quality financial services
industry will make sure that the Jersey
funds industry continues to thrive.

Technology & Private Equity

by
James Bryant
Capita

In recent years, the Private Equity
market has introduced a lot of new
pressure on General Partners
(GP’s), including a seemingly
endless stream of new regulation, a
shift in employee behaviour where
“job-hopping” is becoming the
norm, a need for more information,
and an increasing demand from LP
investors to align interests through
reducing management fees are
pushing remuneration into carry
models.

With no direct access to these systems,
GP’s are unable to open live accounting
records and trace entries, or pull statutory
documentation from administrator file drives.
This challenge leads many GP’s to hire
additional in house staff and keep duplicate
records.
Bring in the cloud. The introduction of
the cloud and web based software is
revolutionising the way GP’s interact with their
administrators, allowing GP’s live access to
the systems used by administrators. This
means active review of accounting entries
and report generation directly in
the system, portal access
with approval and
release rights, and
full access rights
to
records
databases.

With new software providers such as Alta
Return entering the market, seeking to
disrupt the traditional outsourcing model
and returning control to the GP’s, the work
performed by administrators is effectively
being put under closer review, all at a cost
that can still be allocated to the limited
partners.
The technology does not stop there as the
cloud and web based administrative systems
are being programmed to allow limited
access rights for anyone approved, including
non-executive directors and even limited
partners. While still new and causing mixed
reactions amongst GP’s, remote access
seems to be the way forward for
Private Equity administration.

To address the above pressures, GPs are
increasingly turning to an outsourcing model.
By outsourcing, GP’s are able to transfer
much of their fixed cost and administrative
burden, all the while gaining significant
cost and efficiency savings from utilising
the investment that fund administrators
have made into their own accounting
systems, compliance departments,
staff, cybersecurity, disaster
recovery,
document
management
systems,
controls reports and the
remaining infrastructure
that goes into running
a success back-office.
The issue however, is
that control has to be
relinquished as these
systems are situated on
site with the administrator,
granting no access to the GP.
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NAME: Andrew Mason

Q
A
Q
A

PLACE OF BIRTH: London
Present occupation?

Consultant at RBS International supporting the creation of a
new Reliance Management Team to review and assess the
banks Approved Intermediaries.
Professional resume?
Having taken a summer contract with Coutts in the mid 80’s I
decided to skip the University route and took a permanent role
in the private client team. After two years, I was introduced
to the Corporate world at Coutts working on the early Apax
funds. I joined Kleinwort Benson in 2001 as a Director in the
Funds Team and focused on Private Equity, Venture Capital,
Real Estate and Mezzanine structures. I have undertaken
various placements and roles within the funds sector with
different companies, including a stint in Hong Kong which was
an amazing experience. Back in Jersey and enjoying a small
number of NED positions and acting as a Consultant.
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A
Q
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Q
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Q
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When and what brought you to Jersey?
A Family, Friends, Security, Quality of Life, the Sea and
beautiful landscape
3 things that help you relax?
Golf, reading, socialising and spending time with friends
and family.
3 things that keep you awake at night?
Donald Trump, Friends in trouble, Compliance.
5 ideal dinner guests?
David Attenborough, Professor Brian Cox, Tim Peake,
Arsène Wenger, Elon Musk.
Favourite book?
(Sorry 2) Joseph Conrad – “Heart of Darkness”. Herman
Wouk - “Don’t Stop the Carnival”.
Favourite film?
Toss up between The Green Mile and Silence of the Lambs.
Saturday night song?
Coldplay – “A Head Full of Dreams”.
Sunday morning song?
Anything by Jack Johnson.
3 Things to take with you to a desert island?
Two cases of Rum and a fishing boat.

CPD Future Events
Details of the Association’s 2017 CPD
programme can be found on the website

www.jado.je

For more details please contact Aimee
Maskell, at aimee@amtopmsecretarial.com

An Introduction to Your Committee

Chair
Gayle Swanson

Deputy Chair
Vernon Breese

Secretary
Aimee Maskell

Treasurer
Ewan Spraggon

Legal Counsel
Mark Chambers

Editor of
Quorum
Mark McNicholas

Contacts

Gayle Swanson, Chair
email gayle.swanson@capita.je
Technical
Adviser
Philip Pirecki
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Training &
Education
Trina Channing

Memberships
Andrew Mason

Marketing &
Social Media
Charlotte Gill

Website
Johnny
O’Sullivan

Technical/Legal
Katy Millington

Aimee Maskell, Secretary
email aimee@amtopmsecretarial.com

